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Abstract
Ki67, a nuclear proliferation-related protein, is heavily used in anatomic pathology but has not become a companion diagnostic
or a standard-of-care biomarker due to analytic variability in both assay protocols and interpretation. The International Ki67
Working Group in breast cancer has published and has ongoing efforts in the standardization of the interpretation of Ki67, but
they have not yet assessed technical issues of assay production representing multiple sources of variation, including antibody
clones, antibody formats, staining platforms, and operators. The goal of this work is to address these issues with a new
standardization tool. We have developed a cell line microarray system in which mixes of human Karpas 299 or Jurkat cells
(Ki67+) with Sf9 (Spodoptera frugiperda) (Ki67-) cells are present in incremental standardized ratios. To validate the tool, six
different antibodies, including both ready-to-use and concentrate formats from six vendors, were used to measure Ki67
proliferation indices using IHC protocols for manual (bench-top) and automated platforms. The assays were performed by
three different laboratories at Yale and analyzed using two image analysis software packages, including QuPath and
Visiopharm. Results showed statistically significant differences in Ki67 reactivity between each antibody clone. However,
subsets of Ki67 assays using three clones performed in three different labs show no significant differences. This work shows
the need for analytic standardization of the Ki67 assay and provides a new tool to do so. We show here how a cell line
standardization system can be used to normalize the staining variability in proliferation indices between different antibody
clones in a triple negative breast cancer cohort. We believe that this cell line standardization array has the potential to improve
reproducibility among Ki67 assays and laboratories, which is critical for establishing Ki67 as a standard-of-care assay.

Introduction

Ki67 is a nuclear protein antigen that is expressed in all
mammalian cells during all phases of the cell cycle, but it is
strongly downregulated in the G0 phase [1]. This characteristic
has made Ki67 a critical biomarker for assessing proliferation
in clinical specimens [2, 3]. Ki67 proliferative index (PI) is
defined as the percentage of positively stained cells within the
total number of malignant cells [3] and is an extensively
characterized biomarker of breast cancer prognosis [4–6]. The
Ki67 PI has been shown to be both a predictive and prognostic
biomarker in patients with breast cancer in clinical practice
[7, 8]. Many studies have indicated that a high Ki67 PI is
positively correlated with a pathological complete response
(pCR) to chemotherapy [9, 10]. Yerushalmi et al. also showed
that Ki67 index is of significant prognostic factor for disease-
free and overall survival [11]. However, threshold values for
stratifying high and low Ki67 risk groups are not clearly
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defined and vary between laboratories, ranging from 10 to
50% [12]. The cut-off value declared at the St Gallen Con-
sensus Meeting distinguishing between luminal A and luminal
B breast cancer subtypes was 14% [13], while the cut-off
suggested for high Ki67 labeling index conducted on a BIG-1-
98 cohort was 11% [6]. On the other hand, Tan et al. reported
that 30% was a significant cut-off for Ki67 positive expression
in predicting pCR [14]. These varying Ki67 cut-off values
indicate the difficulty in setting a specific Ki67 cut-off for
routine use as a standard-of-care biomarker with clinical utility.
As a consequence, the Tumor Marker Guidelines Committee
of American Society of Clinical Oncology states that there is
not enough evidence to support the routine use of Ki67 as a
prognostic biomarker in breast cancer diagnosis [15].

Another key limitation of Ki67 as a biomarker is the lack of
interlaboratory reproducibility in Ki67 measurements due to
multiple sources of variations, including antibody clones, anti-
body formats, staining methods, testing personnel, and staining
platforms. Several studies have compared the staining of var-
ious Ki67 antibody clones using different autostainer platforms
[16, 17]. Significant variations among antibody, format, and
stainer platform combinations were reported. We also found in
our study that the proliferation index indicated by different
antibodies, even within a single lab, is subject to substantial
variation. The method of analysis also leads to substantial
variation between institutions. The range of analytic variables
and assay performance show the need for standardization of a
Ki67 measurement system for the determination of PI.

Here, we developed a Ki67 standardization cell line
microarray (CMA) system using a mixture of human Karpas
299 or Jurkat cells (Ki67+) with insect Sf9 (Ki67-) cells in
defined incremental ratios ranging from 0 to 100%. Sf9 cells,
derived from the “fall armyworm”, are sufficiently evolu-
tionarily far from humans that common human antibodies do
not react with Sf9 Ki67. Our goal was to provide a system to
assess the sensitivity and reproducibility of Ki67 assays that
provides a linear, inexhaustible standard that is easy to use
by both high and low resourced institutions and shows very
high accuracy and reproducibility. Such a tool may be useful
as a standardization control for Ki67 assays when measuring
proliferative indices in human tissues in real-world clinical
settings. We describe the development of a CMA, validate it
in multiple labs with multiple antibodies, and show how its
use standardizes antibodies to reveal the prognostic value of
Ki67 in a triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) cohort.

Materials and methods

Cell line microarray (CMA)

Karpas 299, Jurkat and Sf9 cell lines were purchased from
the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, VA, USA).

Karpas 299 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Jurkat cells
were grown in RPMI 1640 Medium (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific) with 10% Fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific) at 37 °C with 5% CO2 and Sf9 cells were grown in
Grace’s Insect Medium Supplemented (GIBCO/Invitrogen)
at 27 °C without CO2. Two Ki67 CMAs from Array Science
(Sausalito, CA, USA) representing Karpas 299+ Sf9 cells
and Jurkat+ Sf9 cells blocks were tested to compare the
staining performance between labs and different antibody
clones. Prior to mixing, the cell populations were counted in
triplicate using a hemocytomer and digital-image based cell
counter (Corning). One microarray was constructed to
contain cores with ratios of Karpas 299 to Sf9 cells,
including: 30%, 20%, 10%, 5% and 0%. A CMA of
Sf9+Karpas 299 was constructed as a pilot version to test
the practical application of the standardization array while
Sf9+Jurkat CMA was constructed Karpas was found to be
<100% Ki67 positive. It is more likely that the Karpas
version will be commercialized. The second microarray
contained cores with ratios of Jurkat to Sf9 cells, including:
100%, 30%, 20%, 10%, 5% and 0%. Each core was
represented in triplicate on both CMAs. Data from both
CMAs are included in this work.

Patient cohort and tissue microarray (TMA)

Formalin-fixed, Paraffin-embedded tumor specimens (N=
107) represented in a tissue microarray (TMA) with TNBC
were analyzed in this study. Yale TMA (YTMA-341)
contains the tissue specimens from 107 patients with tumors
resected between 2000 and 2012 and comprehensive
annotation. Table 1 shows the clinicopathologic character-
istics of the patients included in YTMA-341. All tissue
samples were collected with the approval from the Yale
Human Investigation Committee protocol #9505008219.
Written informed consent, or in some cases waiver of
consent, was obtained from all patients with the approval of
the Yale Human Investigation Committee.

Antibodies and immunohistochemistry (IHC)

Six commercially available Ki67 antibody clones in either
concentrate (conc) or ready-to-use (RTU) formats, includ-
ing MIB-1; conc (Dako), MM1; conc (Leica), SP6; conc
(Thermo fisher Scientific), 8D5; conc (Cell Signaling
Technology), 1297A; conc (Novus Biologicals Inc.) and 30-
9; RTU (Ventana) were tested. A Ki67 IHC manual staining
protocol was performed as previously described [18].
Briefly, using a bench-top protocol, the paraffin-embedded
CMA and TMA slides were first deparaffinized, the Ki67
antigens were retrieved in a PT module using citrate buffer
(pH 6.0) and the slides were incubated with six monoclonal
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Ki67 antibodies at their recommended concentrations prior
to incubating in hematoxylin and DAB to detect IHC
reactivity. IHC assays using the six antibodies at their
recommended dilutions were performed by Lab 1 using
IHC protocols for manual bench-top staining. DAB staining
of five Ki67 clones, MIB-1, MM1, 8D5, SP6 and 30-9, was
performed by all three labs using IHC protocols for manual
bench-top and Leica Bond autostainer (Leica, UK). Details
of the antibodies and their recommended concentrations by
the vendors are shown in Table 2. Lab 1 performed anti-
body optimization by titrating across a 2-log concentration
range. The optimal titer was determined by calculating
signal-to-noise ratio of five different concentrations tested
for five different antibodies as previously described
[19, 20]. The optimal concentration was often, but not
always, near the vendor-recommended concentration (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1). The staining of TNBC cohort YTMA-

341 in parallel with the standardization array was performed
using the optimal concentrations of MIB-1 and 1297A
clones.

Digital bioimage analysis (DIA) on Ki67 IHC images

The Aperio ScanScope XT platform (Leica Biosystems,
Wetzlar, Germany) slide scanner was used at ×20 to digitize
the slides. Two DIA platforms QuPath (open-source soft-
ware [21]) and Visiopharm (Visiopharm Integrator System,
Hoersholm, Denmark) were used to assess the percentage of
Ki67 positive cells on the stained slides. After setting the
optimal color deconvolution, nucleus DAB optical density
mean of DAB positive cells were detected using positive
cell detection with thresholds of 1+, 2+ and 3+ to detect
varying intensities of Ki67 positive cells in the QuPath DIA
platform. The Visiopharm DIA platform segments Ki67
negative nuclei from total nuclei count where positive
fraction can be separated. The total Ki67 positive fraction is
then calculated by subtracting count negative nuclei from
count total nuclei. Ki67 proliferation indices (PIs) on both
DIA platforms were calculated as (positive nuclei/total
nuclei) × 100.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
8.3.1 (GraphPad Software Inc., CA, USA) and R. studio
1.2.5033 (Inc., Boston, MA). One-way ANOVA was per-
formed to compare two or more groups. Post hoc Bonfer-
roni’s multiple comparisons test was performed when
ANOVA results were significant. The cut-point for MIB-1
staining in the TNBC cohort was determined using X-tile
cut-point finder [22]. Kaplan–Meier plots were generated
using survival and survminer R packages. Statistical sig-
nificance was represented as (*) P < 0.05 or ns (not sig-
nificant). All data are shown as mean ± standard deviation
(SD). The reproducibility between different blocks and
analyses done by two DIA platforms was estimated using
Coefficient of Determination (R2) in R. studio.

Table 2 Details of antibody
clones, format, staining
platforms used and their
recommended concentrations for
IHC protocol.

Antibody clone Format Staining platform Recommended concentrations

30-9 Ready-to-Use Manual, Leica Bond autostainer,
Ventana autostainer

MIB1 Concentrate Manual, Leica Bond autostainer 1:75–1:150 (1:100 was used)

MM1 Concentrate Manual, Leica Bond autostainer (1:200)

SP6 Concentrate Manual, Leica Bond autostainer (1:200)

8D5 Concentrate Manual, Leica Bond autostainer (1:400)

1297A Concentrate Manual, Leica Bond autostainer 3–15 µg/mL (3 µg/1:33
was used)

Table 1 Clinicopathological characteristics of TNBC cohort YTMA-
341.

Characteristic Categories N (%) Total (%)

Age 54 (29–84) 37 (24.5)

Stage I 43 (28.5) 118 (78.1)

II 57 (37.7)

III 14 (9.3)

IV 4 (2.6)

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy Yes 9 (6.0) 126 (83.5)

No 117 (77.5)

Surgery Yes 133 (88.1) 134 (88.8)

No 1 (0.7)

Adjuvant chemotherapy Yes 82 (54.3) 109 (72.2)

No 27 (17.9)

Postsurgical radiotherapy Yes 65 (43.0) 111 (73.5)

No 46 (30.5)

Disease recurrence Yes 27 (17.9) 119 (78.8)

No 92 60.9)

Death (all cause) Yes 43 (28.5) 137 (90.8)

No 94 (62.3)
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Results

Performance of staining using CMA between
different antibodies and laboratories

A Ki67 standardization CMA system was developed in
this study by mixing human Karpas 299 or Jurkat cells
(Ki67+) with Sf9 (Ki67-) cells in defined incremental
ratios. The purpose of developing a microarray with
defined concentrations Ki67 positive cells was to assess
the technical sensitivity and linearity of Ki67 assays, not
the interpretation or reading. A schematic diagram of the
Karpas 299 CMA with ratios from 0 to 30% and Jurkat
CMA with ratios from 0 to 100% is shown in Fig. 1A and
1B. The distribution of Karpas 299 or Jurkat cells
expressing Ki67 in an incremental ratio was subject to
ultimately standardize the dynamic ranges of Ki67 posi-
tivity in human tissue samples and the placement of three
technical replicates within CMA was to account for var-
iation in measuring the uneven staining of the experi-
ments. The lack of antibody cross reactivity was
demonstrated between insect and human Ki67, which
results in the absence of Ki67 visualization in Sf9 cells
(Fig. 1C). By contrast, there is nearly 80% Ki67 expres-
sion in Karpas 299 cells. Figure 1D is a low power image

of the Sf9+ Jurkat cell array stained with MIB-1, and
Fig. 1E is a higher magnification composite image of
representative cores from the same Sf9+ Jurkat cell array
with progressively higher Ki67 reactivity with increased
concentration of Jurkat cells.

We then tested the sensitivity of the Sf9+Karpas 299
CMA construction using both for manual (bench-top) and
automated platforms (Fig. 2A). We found the sensitivity
depended on which antibody was used for the analysis. At
the vendor-recommended concentrations of all antibodies,
using the 30% concentration of Karpas 299 cores within the
standardization array, the 1297A clone stained by Lab
1 showed ~29%, 8D5 clone showed ~27%, MIB-1, 30-9
and SP6 clones showed ~25% respectively, whereas MM1
clone showed only 11%. Next, we tried to determine if this
variability was a function of the antibody selection or of the
lab in which it was performed. The comparison of the
staining of MIB-1 by using the Ki67 standardization array is
shown in Fig. 2B. Although the Ki67 PIs detected by Lab 1
and Lab 2 are not significantly different, the comparison
between either Lab 1 and Lab 3 (P < 0.05*) or Lab 2 and
Lab 3 (P < 0.0001****) is significantly different. The
demonstration of staining variability among the three Labs
using a Sf9+Karpas 299 CMA standardization array
indicates that staining by different operators is one source of

Fig. 1 Ki67 index CMA. A Schematic proposed map indicating the
percentage of Ki67 positivity in Sf9+Karpas 299 cells index CMA.
B Schematic proposed map indicating the percentage of Ki67 positivity
in Sf9+ Jurkat cells index CMA. C Lack of antibody cross reactivity
between insect and human Ki67. D Low power image of the Sf9+

Jurkat cell array stained with MIB-1. E Higher magnification image of
representative cores from the same Sf9+ Jurkat cell array with pro-
gressively higher Ki67 reactivity with increased concentration of Ki67+

Jurkat cells.
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variability. The largest variance was seen in the 1297A
clone, which showed high background staining.

The inter-operator concordance of the Ki67 reactivity
between three labs was estimated using pairwise compara-
tive analysis of the performance of each antibody, including
the slope and coefficient of determination (R2), and is
depicted on each pairwise comparison for five different
antibodies (Fig. 3). Note that regression as measured by R2

was quite good for each pair (mostly above 0.9), but that the
slope of the regression lines is highly variable which reflects
the differences in sensitivity of the staining reactions and
subsequent effects on the accuracy of the PI. While the
highs are generally high, and lows are generally low for
each antibody for each lab, these findings could explain
why “by eye” examinations of Ki67 assays can appear
acceptable, but actually be highly variable.

To fulfill the vision of this CMA being used as a stan-
dardization tool within and between labs, it must be shown
that production lots of the tool are essentially identical. To
test the block to block reproducibility, we stained slides
from the two different blocks that were produced at dif-
ferent times by the vendor (Array Science) using the
same Ki67 clones and concentrations. Using two well
behaved Ki67 assays, Fig. 4a shows that the concordance of
the Ki67 standardization arrays produced by Array Science

was high with coefficients of determination (R2) value 0.97
for 8D5 clone and 0.94 for SP6 clone.

To investigate whether the stained Ki67 standardization
array slides can be read equivalently by multiple image
analysis software packages, we analyzed the Ki67 PIs using
the QuPath open-source software and the commercially
available Visiopharm image analysis package. Our results
indicate that the two DIA platforms perform essentially
identically in detecting Ki67 PIs with a coefficient of
determination (R2) value of 0.99 for 8D5, MIB-1, MM1 and
SP6 concentrated clones and 0.96 for 30-9 RTU clone
(Fig. 5). This indicates that calculating Ki67 PIs using the
Ki67 standardization array is software independent. How-
ever, we noted that the detection of percent of Ki67 positive
cells was slightly lower using the Visiopharm DIA plat-
form. Accessing the reading modality of Ki67 positivity by
different DIA platforms using multiple antibody clones as
well as staining methods might provide the differences in
detection of % positive cells.

Functional application of the Ki67 CMA

Finally, to demonstrate the functional application of the
Ki67 standardization, we stained index array slides in
parallel with human TNBC tissues (YTMA-341) using two
different antibodies: MIB-1 and 1297A. We then normal-
ized Ki67 staining intensities between assays using the
CMA as a standardization tool. Since the standardization
array is entirely cell line based, the purpose of parallel
staining is to demonstrate how the staining of two different
antibodies varies in the context of actual tumors with
tumor stroma and adjacent normal tissue and how the
CMA can be used to normalize the signal between the two
antibodies. The PIs of the TNBC array stained by MIB-1 is
higher than that of the TNBC array stained by 1297A. Low
resolution digital images of staining comparison between
MIB-1 and 1297A are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2.
With the cut-point of 13 that stratifies Ki67 low and high,
high MIB-1 expression shows significant association with
worse survival in the TNBC cohort (HR= 2.8, P=
0.024*) (Fig. 6D). Using the same cut-point in the staining
of TNBC cohort with 1297A shows a non-significant
association (HR= 2.3, P= 0.07) (Fig. 6E). The CMA
staining with 1297A was then normalized to the CMA
staining of MIB-1, and the normalization factor of 1297A
clone (y= 1.5222x) from the index array was applied to
the TNBC cohort (Fig. 6A). The normalized result is
illustrated in the survival curves showing Ki67 expression
as visualized by 1297A. Now high expression (>13) in
the TNBC cohort is significantly associated with the
poor survival (HR= 2.5, P= 0.023*) (Fig. 6F). This
assessment illustrates the value of a Ki67 standardization
system to normalize the staining between different

Fig. 2 Comparison of antibody performance between six clones
and staining performance between three different labs using three
antibody clones at Yale University. A Staining performance of six
clones at their recommended concentrations on Ki67 index CMA.
B Staining performance of three different operators using MIB-1 clone
at their recommended concentrations on Ki67 index CMA. One-way
ANOVA was performed to compare the performance in pairwise.
Statistically significant results were represented as (*)P < 0.05 or (**)
P < 0.01 or (***)P < 0.001 or (****)P < 0.0001; ns (not significant) or
ns (not significant). All data were shown as mean ± standard
deviation (SD).
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Fig. 3 Staining performance of five clones at their recommended
concentrations on Ki67 index CMA. To determine the concordance
of the staining by different operators, pairwise comparative analysis of

each antibody performance stained by each lab was performed and
coefficient of determination (R2) and the equation of the line, including
the slope, were depicted on each pairwise comparison.
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antibody clones. A similar normalization may be envi-
sioned between laboratories in the future.

Discussion

The use of nuclear Ki67 proliferative indices is increas-
ingly recognized as a valuable predictive and prognostic
marker in breast cancer [9, 23]. Yet the lack of standar-
dization or uniformity in the technical performance or
interpretation of the Ki67 IHC assay has led to highly
variable results, to which we attribute its lack of broad
adoption as either standard-of-care or an FDA approved

companion diagnostic test [24]. Here, we have focused on
the technical aspects of the Ki67 assay and described a new
tool for standardization with hope that it may improve the
reproducibility of PI determinations. We tested our
Ki67 standardization array system using various commer-
cially available Ki67 antibody clones in three different labs
at Yale and identified differences in the performance of
technical personnel, antibody clones, and DIA analysis.
Consistent with the results of Røge et al., our findings
indicate that clone 30-9 in RTU format provides the
highest PIs on the standardization array, whereas clone
MM1 in concentrated format gives a statistically sig-
nificantly lower PI score among the six clones tested [16].
We also observed that staining of the CMA with the 1297A
clone gives the highest background staining. The opti-
mized concentration of MM1 clone (1:25 dilution) stained
~15% of cells at 30% Karpas 299 cores (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Ki67 PI is measured using the MIB-1 clone more
often than other clones on paraffin embedded tissue sec-
tions [11] and it was shown that MIB-1 staining gives
3.3% higher PI than the mean core PI as compared to the
staining of SP6 and MM1 clones on Leica Bond auto-
stainer platform [16]. Although we consistently observed
that PI scores for widely used clones MIB-1 and SP6 were
significantly higher than MM1 clone among 30% Karpas
299 cores, the MIB-1 clone stained ~4% positive cells in
the 100% Sf9 cores where there should be no Ki67 positive
cells present, indicating high background staining with this
widely used antibody clone. These observations, as well as
those of many others, show the need for a standardization
tool for the technical aspects of the assessment of Ki67.

To illustrate the technical application of the
Ki67 standardization array as a tool for calibration of
staining performance to enabling the use of a common cut-
point for Ki67 for clinical trials and diagnostic assays, we
showed the comparison of two antibodies on a single TNBC
cohort.

Fig. 4 Concordance between
production batches.
Identification of the concordance
of the index array between two
different blocks produced at
different times showing the
coefficient of determination
(R2), the slopes and intercepts
for clones 8D5 and SP6 with
95% confidence intervals shown
in the gray areas of each plot.
The staining was performed by
Lab 1 using manual protocol.

Fig. 5 The concordance of data analyses using two different DIA
platforms. Coefficient of determination (R2), the slopes and intercepts
were displayed for the comparison of each clone analyzed by both DIA
platforms (QuPath and Visiopharm). The staining was performed by
Lab 1 using manual protocol.

A new tool for technical standardization of the Ki67 immunohistochemical assay 1267



We assessed the effectiveness of the standardization
array for normalization of proliferative indices between
clones MIB-1 and 1297A on TMA slides. The staining of
MIB-1, in both the standardization array and the TNBC
cohort array, shows a higher PI than that of 1297A. The
difference in the staining patterns of these two clones pre-
vents the determination of a single cut-point in stratification
of Ki67 low and high groups in the TNBC cohort. We show
that the cut-point of 13, where high MIB-1 is significantly
associated with worse survival shows no significant survival
difference in the same cohort with 1297A. After normal-
ization using standardization array we observed an increase
in 1297A PIs (22 vs. 38 patients in the high category)
(Fig. 6E, 6F), which created a significant association of high
Ki67 expression, now assessed by 1297A, with worse sur-
vival. This application demonstrates the value of a stan-
dardization system for different antibody clones but could
be also used for different labs or different operators.

There are a number of limitations to this study. First, and
perhaps most significant, is that this work does not address
the interpretation/reading of the assay. It has been shown
many times, perhaps most comprehensively by Polley et al.
[3, 25], that the reading of Ki67 assays is a significant
source of variability. The International Working Group for

Ki67 in Breast Cancer has been working on this for 10 years
and their work will be summarized in an upcoming pub-
lication. Since the interpretation issue is being addressed by
that group (of which some of these authors are participants),
the issue of interpretation is not considered here. A second
limitation of this work is that all the experiments in this
study were conducted by three labs within one institution.
While these results already show a glimpse of technical
variability, the topic would be better addressed with a
prospective, statistically powered multi-institutional study.
Such a study is in the planning stages. In future work, we
plan to assess the ability of multiple labs with various image
analysis platforms (or perhaps even by eye) to standardize
their “systems” before reading a series of unknown test
Ki67 slides (where “system” is defined as the antibody, the
autostainer and the reading modality). Finally, we note that
we have not addressed the counterstain issue. Given the fact
that over-calling of Ki67 PIs can occur when nuclear
counterstaining is weak [3], it is possible that counter-
staining should also be considered in the use of a standar-
dization tool. However, we feel that the degree of
counterstaining is more likely to affect interpretation, and
we will address this issue in the future when we are testing
the tool in a real-world setting.

Fig. 6 Parallel staining of CMA and TNBC-TMA (YTMA-341)
using MIB-1 and 1297A. A Normalization of the staining variability
between MIB-1 and 1297A. B Representative images of YTMA-341
cores stained by MIB-1 and (C) 1297A. D Overall survival of TNBC

cohort according to the staining of MIB-1 with cut-point= 13.05 (D).
E and F Overall survival of TNBC cohort according to the staining of
1297A with cut-point= 13.05 before normalization (E) and after
normalization (F).
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In summary, we have developed a Ki67 standardization
tool by mixing highly positive cells into non-reactive insect
cell populations at defined ratios. We have validated the
reproducibility of the Ki67 standardization array by com-
paring PI values between independently constructed arrays,
as stained by various antibodies and analyzed on different
DIA platforms. This indicates that a Ki67 standardization
array constructed by mixing Sf9 and Karpas 299 or Jurkat
cell lines can be used as part of a quality control system for
the technical aspects of the Ki67 IHC assay. In future stu-
dies, we plan to evaluate the use of Ki67 control arrays to
standardize the whole technical Ki67 system within multi-
ple institutions and then to determine PI concordance in a
prospectively designed, multi-institutional setting using
different assays with different IHC protocols, stainer plat-
forms and DIA platforms of choice.
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